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Abstract
In the absence of a 5′ cap, plant positive-strand RNA viruses have evolved a number of different 
elements in their 3′ untranslated region (UTR) to attract initiation factors and/or ribosomes to their 
templates. These 3′ cap-independent translational enhancers (3′ CITEs) take different forms, such 
as I-shaped, Y-shaped, T-shaped, or pseudoknotted structures, or radiate multiple helices from a 
central hub. Common features of most 3′ CITEs include the ability to bind a component of the 
translation initiation factor eIF4F complex and to engage in an RNA-RNA kissing-loop interaction 
with a hairpin loop located at the 5′ end of the RNA. The two T-shaped structures can bind to 
ribosomes and ribosomal subunits, with one structure also able to engage in a simultaneous long-
distance RNA-RNA interaction. Several of these 3′ CITEs are interchangeable and there is 
evidence that natural recombination allows exchange of modular CITE units, which may 
overcome genetic resistance or extend the virus’s host range.
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INTRODUCTION
In the past twenty years, it has become increasingly apparent that the 3′ untranslated region 
(UTR) of an mRNA is a hub for posttranscriptional control of gene expression, including 
translation. This is clearly evident for positive-strand RNA viruses (40, 53), the most 
successful and abundant type of virus infecting eukaryotes (33). In addition to serving as 
mRNAs for translation of virus-encoded products, the genomes of positive-strand viruses 
have the complication that they serve as templates for replication, a process entirely 
different from and antagonistic to translation. At an early stage of infection, when only one 
or a few viral genomes are present in a cell, these viral RNAs must gain a foothold and 
compete with host messages for the translational machinery. Many plant viruses have 
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evolved sequences and structures in their 3′ UTRs that allow the viral genome to not only 
undergo translation and replication, but also facilitate a switch between these two mutually 
incompatible processes necessary for maintaining a successful infection (7, 33, 70).
Eukaryotic cellular mRNAs contain a 5′ cap structure consisting of a 7-methyl GTP attached 
in a 5′-5′ linkage to the 5′ terminal nucleotide of the mRNA. This arrangement is required 
for recognition by translation initiation factor eIF4E, which contains a cap-binding pocket 
that specifically recognizes 7-methyl GTP with 100-fold-higher affinity than GTP (36). 
eIF4E partners with the multifunctional scaffolding protein eIF4G to form the eIF4F 
complex (41). eIF4G also interacts with eIF4B, the helicase eIF4A, and poly(A)-binding 
protein (PABP), which when also bound to the poly(A) tail causes circularization of the 
mRNA. eIF3 brings the 43S ribosomal preinitiation complex to the eIF4G scaffold, after 
which scanning toward the initiation codon commences (18). In addition to domains for 
binding the above factors, eIF4G contains three RNA-binding domains and the MIF4G 
domain, which is essential for ribosome scanning (26, 43). After encountering an initiation 
codon in a proper context, eIF5B mediates the joining of the 60S subunit to form the 80S 
ribosome and the initiation factors are released as translation elongation commences (18).
Most plant positive-strand RNA viruses do not have a cap structure (e.g., m7GpppN) at the 
5′ end of their genome and thus must recruit either eIF4F or the ribosome directly by 
noncanonical means to translate efficiently. These RNA genomes may contain a 5′ genome-
linked protein (VPg) as in the Secoviridae, Potyviridae, and the sobemo-like viruses, or the 
genome may simply terminate with a free 5′ phosphate. Many, if not all, plant viruses in the 
latter group contain cap-independent translation enhancers (CITEs) in their 3′ UTRs (7, 23, 
33), with the elements sometimes including upstream coding sequences (3). 3′ CITEs can 
functionally substitute for the 5′ cap structure with high efficiency, leading to ribosome 
entry at or near the 5′ terminus followed by ribosome scanning to the initiation codon (8, 33, 
44). Although these 3′ CITEs facilitate cap-independent translation, usually they do not 
function like the better known internal ribosome entry sites (IRESs), which are associated 
with viral RNAs that infect many mammals and insects (46). Currently, most 3′ CITEs have 
been delineated in genomes of viruses within the large family Tombusviridae (eight genera); 
in the closely related Luteovirus genus of the family Luteoviridae; or in the genus 
Umbravirus, which are viruses without coat proteins that have not been assigned to a family. 
This review focuses on recent advances in our understanding of the structures of these 3′ 
CITEs, how they recruit the translational machinery, and how they communicate with the 5′ 
end of the viral genome. These studies have not only provided information about a crucial 
step in the life cycle of many viruses, but have also illuminated alternative ways that 
mRNAs can recruit translation factors and ribosomes.
3′ CITEs IN THE TOMBUSVIRIDAE AND TOMBUSVIRIDAE-RELATED 
VIRUSES
Translation Enhancer Domain
The first 3′ CITE discovered was the translation enhancer domain (TED) of Satellite 
tobacco necrosis virus (STNV), a subviral RNA (1.2 kb) with a single open reading frame 
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(ORF) that encodes its capsid protein. Two reports described a 120-nucleotide sequence 
(TED) near the 5′ end of the 3′ UTR that is capable of functionally replacing a 5′ cap (4, 56) 
(Figure 1). Deleting the TED reduces translation at least 20-fold and adding a 5′ cap, but not 
a poly(A) tail, restores translation. The TED binds to eIF4F with high affinity (11), is 
predicted to form a long stem loop with several bulges of six to eight bases, and has no 
strong uninterrupted helices (59). Because this structure has not been confirmed 
experimentally, the features that make it attractive to eIF4F remain unknown. The apical 
loop of the STNV TED contains a sequence that is complementary to the apical loop of a 5′ 
terminal hairpin, suggesting the formation of a long-distance, kissing-loop interaction 
(Figure 1). Two carmoviruses [Pelargonium line pattern virus (PLPV) and Pelargonium 
chlorotic ring pattern virus (PCLPV)] contain a similar TED-like structure within their 3′ 
UTRs and both have a sequence in their apical loops that can putatively form a kissing-loop 
interaction with a 5′ proximal hairpin (Figure 1). The core of the PLPV/PCLPV interacting 
sequence (YGCCA; Y is a pyrimidine) is conserved in other carmovirus 3′ CITEs that 
engage (or are predicted to engage) in similar long-distance interactions with 5′ proximal 
sequences (3) (Table 1). The STNV TED RNA-RNA interaction has not been confirmed, as 
mutating the terminal loop sequence reduced translation only modestly, and reestablishing 
potential base-pairing by mutating the 5′ UTR did not restore full translation (29). However, 
artificial constructs that do not contain STNV coding sequences were used in this study, and 
it is possible that additional sequences are necessary in vivo to support the formation or 
function of the kissing-loop interaction. Altogether, these observations suggest that TED 
participation in long-distance interactions is needed for optimal infectivity.
Barley yellow dwarf virus–Like Element
One of the best-characterized 3′ CITEs is the Barley yellow dwarf virus-like element (BTE) 
(14, 63) (Figure 2), which is present in all members of the Luteovirus, Dianthovirus, and 
Necrovirus genera and in some umbraviruses (30, 31, 52, 62, 64). The BTE is distinguished 
by the presence of a 17-nucleotide conserved sequence: GGAUCCUGGgAaACAGG (62), 
with the underlined bases pairing to form a small stem loop, designated SL-I (13, 64). The 
bases in lower case can vary, but the 5-nucleotide terminal loop always fits the consensus of 
a GNRNA pentaloop (N is any base, R is a purine) first identified in λ boxB RNA (25). Like 
the well-characterized GNRA tetraloop (16), the G and A at the base of the loop form a 
propeller-twisted base pair with the remaining bases (except for the fourth base of the 
pentaloop) stacked in a helical alignment with the adjoining stem, adding substantial 
stability to the structure (25). The fourth base of the GNRNA protrudes into the solvent, 
making it potentially accessible for interactions with protein (25). Whether SL-I of the BTE 
actually forms this particular structure has yet to be shown, but given that it fits the 
consensus, such a structure is likely.
The BTE, including the 17-nucleotide conserved sequence, forms a series of stem loops 
radiating from a central hub (64) (Figure 2). Together with the helix that connects the BTE 
to the rest of the viral genome, the Barley yellow dwarf virus (BYDV) BTE has four helices 
(13); the necrovirus BTE has three helices; and the dianthovirus BTE has six helices, giving 
it a two-dimensional asterisk-like structure (64). At the hub of the helices are unpaired bases 
(i.e., not engaged in any apparent Watson-Crick base pairing) that also play a critical role in 
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function. Mutating almost any base in the hub greatly reduces activity of the BYDV BTE 
(13, 24), suggesting that there are critical non-Watson-Crick interactions that are not simple 
to predict around the helical junctions. Removal of SL-II from the BYDV BTE, making the 
two-dimensional structure more similar to a necrovirus BTE, rendered the BTE inactive 
(13).
Other viruses have unusual BTE variants. The BTEs of Rose spring dwarf-associated 
luteovirus and two umbraviruses have many more unpaired bases around the central hub 
than those shown in Figure 2. In addition, the BTE of Groundnut rosette umbravirus has 
major deviations from the 17-nucleotide conserved sequence. These deviations from 
consensus may explain why these three BTEs are weaker translational enhancers than those 
that fit the consensus more closely (64).
The BTE binds eIF4G with unusually high affinity, which is sufficient to facilitate 
translation in the absence of eIF4E (57). eIF4E alone has no stimulatory effect, whereas 
eIF4G and eIF4E together (i.e., eIF4F) stimulate translation to levels that are 20% to 30% 
greater than eIF4G alone. Truncated eIF4G lacking the eIF4E- and PABP-binding sites 
stimulates translation as efficiently as full-length eIF4G (24, 57). Footprinting experiments 
revealed that eIF4G protects SL-I, which is within the 17-nucleotide conserved sequence, as 
well as additional bases around the hub (Figure 2). Addition of eIF4E enhanced the level of 
protection (24), consistent with binding constants for eIF4G (177 nM) and eIF4F (37 nM) 
(57). The authors proposed that SL-I interaction with eIF4F resembles boxB RNA of 
bacteriophage λ (which contains a well-characterized GNRNA pentaloop) interacting with λ 
protein N and host protein NusA. NMR of boxB in the presence of a fragment of the N 
protein and NusA revealed specific interactions between an arginine-rich region and the 5-
bp boxB helix, with a tryptophan residue base-stacking on the helically arranged bases of the 
GNRNA pentaloop. This binding allows the boxB-bound N protein and the protruding fourth 
base of the GNRNA loop to interact with the NusA protein. Kraft et al. (24) proposed that a 
similar interaction may recruit eIF4G to the BTE SL-I, with the fourth base of the GNRNA 
loop enhancing binding of eIF4E [which does not bind in the absence of eIF4G (57)]. 
However, additional interactions around the helical junction are also necessary, as SL-I 
alone or with its flanking bases is insufficient to facilitate cap-independent translation.
A stable hairpin outside the 17-nucleotide conserved sequence in all BTEs contains an apical 
loop sequence complementary to a sequence in the 5′ UTR (64) (Table 1). A long-distance 
RNA-RNA interaction between these viral sequences is required for efficient translation by 
the BYDV BTE but can be replaced by nonviral sequences outside the BTE (44). The sole 
exception is the BTE of Red clover necrotic mosaic virus (RCNMV), as mutating several 
loops with sequences complementary to the 5′ UTR had no significant effect on translation 
(49). However, the loops were not mutated simultaneously, leaving open the possibility that 
redundant long-distance interactions exist. Alternatively, as discussed for the STNV TED, 
base-pairing may be biologically relevant but not crucial for the constructs and assays used. 
Base-pairing between the BTE and 5′ UTR led to a model in which eIF4F binds the BTE 
without obscuring the loop complementary to the 5′ UTR. However, available data do not 
distinguish between (a) the 40S subunit binding the eIF4F-BTE complex before the BTE 
base-pairs with the 5′ end, followed by delivery to the 5′ terminus, and (b) delivery of the 
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bound translation factors to the 5′ end after which 40S is recruited. This is a crucial question 
that requires answers for all 3′ CITEs.
Panicum mosaic virus-Like Translational Enhancer
Viruses in the Panicovirus genus, along with some carmoviruses and the umbravirus Pea 
enation mosaic virus RNA 2 (PEMV2), contain a 3′ CITE termed the PTE (Panicum mosaic 
virus-like translational enhancer) based on its initial discovery in Panicum mosaic virus 
(PMV) (1). The PTE, unlike nearly all other known uncapped RNAs, binds eIF4E with high 
affinity (Kd = 58 nM), even in the absence of eIF4G (66). The only other natural RNA that 
binds eIF4E without 7-methylguanosine modification is the eIF4E-sensitive element (4E-
SE) element of histone H4 mRNA (27).
The PTE consists of a three-way branched helix with a large G-rich bulge (G domain) in the 
main stem (66) (Figure 3). Connecting the two helical branches at the branch point is a short 
C-rich or pyrimidine-rich bulge (C domain). In the G domain, one guanylate is 
hypersensitive to SHAPE reagents that modify the 2′-hydroxyl of non-Watson-Crick base-
paired nucleotides. In the presence of mutations in the C domain or in the absence of 
magnesium ions, this hypersensitivity is lost and the G residues in the G domain are equally 
modified as expected for a uniformly single-strand RNA (65). These findings led Wang et 
al. (65) to propose the existence of a pseudoknot between the G domain and the C domain. 
Many different mutations designed to reestablish disrupted base-pairing between these 
regions were ineffective at restoring cap-independent translation (66), suggesting that the 
primary sequence is important. Footprinting experiments indicated that the region around 
this pseudoknot is protected by eIF4E (65). This finding led to a model positing that 
pseudoknot interaction forces the SHAPE-hypermodified G residue to protrude from the 
PTE into the cap-binding pocket of eIF4E (Figure 3b). eIF4E binding is proposed to be 
strengthened by interactions of the rim of the cap-binding pocket with portions of the PTE 
around the pseudoknot. This would compensate for the absence of the 7-methyl group on the 
RNA. However, this model has not been tested.
The 5′ side hairpin of all PTEs, except for the PEMV2 PTE, has an apical loop that is 
complementary to the apical loop of a hairpin at or near the 5′ end of the viral RNA (3) 
(Figure 3a). In panicoviruses, the sequence complementary to the PTE is in the apical loop 
of a 5′ terminal hairpin, whereas in the carmovirus Saguaro cactus virus (SCV), the 5′ 
complementary sequence is in the loop of a coding region hairpin (3) (Table 1). The 
carmovirus PTE sequence that engages in the RNA-RNA interaction has the same conserved 
motif (YGCCA/UGGCR) found in carmovirus TED-like elements and I-shaped structure 
(ISS) elements (see below), with either sequence present at either end (Table 1). The 5′ 
interacting sequence in general is located in the apical loop of hairpins located either at the 
5′ terminus or in the coding region within 150 nucleotides of the 5′ end of the mRNA. The 
conservation of interacting sequences suggests a function for the paired sequences beyond 
simple kissing-loop formation, but this function remains unknown.
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3′ CITEs with a common I-shaped structure (ISS) have been found in carmoviruses and in 
Maize necrotic streak virus (MNeSV), a unique member of the Tombusviridae (50). The 
MNeSV ISS contains a key central domain with a four-base helix and flanking bulged 
sequences (Figure 4a). Mutagenesis and structure probing found significant roles for non-
Watson-Crick interactions, and possibly alternative structures, as few mutations in the core 
region are tolerated, even when conserving the proposed secondary structure (34, 35). 
Translational enhancement by the MNeSV ISS in factor-depleted wheat germ extracts 
requires intact eIF4F, unlike the BTE for which eIF4G was sufficient. The MNeSV ISS also 
binds only to intact eIF4F (Kd = 190 nM), unlike the BTE (binds eIF4G) or the PTE (binds 
eIF4E). As with other 3′ CITEs, base-pairing between the terminal loop and its 
complementary sequence in a 5′ UTR hairpin is necessary for efficient translation. The long-
distance interaction and eIF4F binding can occur simultaneously, supporting the hypothesis 
that the long-distance pairing delivers eIF4F to the 5′ end. Toeprinting assays were 
consistent with ribosome scanning from the 5′ end to the start codon, which required the 3′ 
CITE (34).
Direct involvement of the ISS of the carmovirus Melon necrotic spot virus (MNSV) and 
eIF4E was inferred genetically, because a single point mutation in eIF4E provides recessive 
resistance to MNSV in cucumber (nsv gene), including strain MNSV-Mα5 (37). A 
resistance-breaking strain, MNSV-264, contains mutations in the central portion of the 
bulged stem loop in the ISS that are sufficient to break resistance (58). In wheat germ 
extracts, uncapped reporter constructs containing the cucumber nsv resistance-breaking 
MNSV-264 ISS in the 3′ UTR translated five times more efficiently than those containing 
the noninfectious MNSV-Mα5 ISS. However, addition of eIF4E from cucumber susceptible 
to both viruses allowed the MNSV-Mα5 ISS to translate nearly as efficiently as the 
construct containing the MNSV-264 ISS (58).
Moreover, the MNSV-Mα5 reporter construct translated efficiently only in virus-susceptible 
melon protoplasts, whereas the MNSV-264 construct translated most efficiently in resistant 
protoplasts (58). Based on Mfold predictions, Nicholson et al. (34) proposed that the 
MNSV-Mα5 ISS forms an inverted version of the ISS, with the 3′ and 5′ ends reversed, 
relative to the MNSV-264 ISS, MNeSV ISS, and other ISS. However, the inverted 
functional orientation does not conform well with the alternative ISS that these authors 
predicted on the basis of more recent in vivo evolution studies (34, 35) (Figure 4a). The ISS 
from either strain interacts with the MNSV 5′ UTR in a strain-independent fashion. The 
apical loop of the MNSV ISS contains the conserved carmovirus motif (Table 1), and its 5′ 
partner hairpin is in the 5′ coding sequence.
Y-Shaped Structure
The 3′ CITE of viruses within the genus Tombusvirus has a conserved Y-shaped structure 
(YSS) with three major helices that are all substantially longer than the three helices of the 
PTE (8, 9, 67) (Figure 4b). The 5′ side hairpin engages in a required long-distance kissing-
loop interaction with a 5′ UTR hairpin loop. The base-pairing sequence (5′-GGUCG) shares 
only limited sequence similarity with the carmovirus consensus sequence. Mutations that 
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maintain the structure of the three stems in the YSS of Tomato bushy stunt virus (TBSV) do 
not have a substantial impact on translation, unlike alterations in junction residues between 
helices and in a large asymmetric bulge in the major supporting stem (9). Addition of 
translation factors to factor-depleted wheat germ extracts revealed that the YSS of 
Carnation Italian ringspot virus (CIRV) requires eIF4F or eIFiso4F for efficient translation 
(35). As with translation associated with all of these 3′ CITEs, the YSS facilitates ribosome 
scanning from the 5′ end.
T-Shaped Structure
3′ CITEs that assume a three-dimensional T-shaped structure (TSS) were first discovered in 
the carmovirus Turnip crinkle virus (TCV) (28). Although all carmoviruses share similar 3′ 
end structural organization [stable 3′ terminal hairpin and an upstream hairpin with a large 
internal symmetrical loop (H5) that is linked to the 3′ terminus through a pseudoknot] (73), 
carmoviruses have a surprising variety of CITEs immediately upstream of the conserved 3′ 
terminal structures (3, 38, 54). TCV and the related carmovirus Cardamine chlorotic fleck 
virus (CCFV) contain a unique set of three hairpins (including H5) and two pseudoknots that 
fold into a TSS that is topologically similar to a tRNA, as predicted by molecular modeling 
and confirmed by small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and NMR (28, 74) (Figure 5a). 
Unlike the Tymo, Rubi, and Tobamo lineages of Supergroup 3 viruses that have 5′ caps and 
3′ terminal, aminoacylated tRNA-like structures (6, 7), TCV and CCFV lack 5′ caps and the 
3′ TSS are present in an internal location, precluding aminoacylation. The TCV TSS binds 
to yeast and Arabidopsis 80S ribosomes and 60S subunits, and binding is important for 
CITE activity (54). The TCV TSS competes for 80S ribosome binding with a P-site-binding 
tRNA, and recent cryo-electron microscopy of 80S ribosomes bound to the TSS places the 
TSS in the P site, interacting with peptidyltransferase center helices H89/H90, helices H69 
and H95 of 25S rRNA, and proteins L10 and L11 of the 60S subunit (J. Pallesen & J. Frank, 
unpublished data). The P-site proximal placement was confirmed by high-throughput 
SHAPE (hSHAPE) structure mapping of in situ ribosomal RNAs, which reports on residues 
with altered flexibility in the presence of the TCV TSS (J. Leschine, J. Dinman & A.E. 
Simon, unpublished data).
For the TSS to function as a 3′ CITE, additional elements are required, including an adjacent 
A-rich repeat, the terminal and internal loops of upstream hairpin H4, and portions of a 
largely unstructured region upstream of H4 (54). The A-rich repeat is currently thought to 
interact with the adjacent downstream pseudoknot Ψ3, as disruption of either the A-rich 
region or Ψ3 enhances flexibility in the residues of the other’s structure, as assayed by in-
line RNA structure probing (70).
All these TCV 3′ UTR elements, together with additional coding region sequences, form an 
integrative network of noncanonical interactions that are important for virus accumulation 
(71, 72). In the presence of the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp), this higher-order 
structure is substantially disrupted, including extensive alteration of the region of the TSS 
that mimics the tRNA acceptor arm (H4a/Ψ3) (70). Because the tRNA acceptor arm and its 
TSS mimic are ribosome-binding sites (51, 54), it was proposed that the RdRp-mediated 
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conformational switch arrests 3′ ribosome binding and CITE function, thus allowing 
transcription to initiate at the 3′ end without ribosome-bound impediments (70).
Because TCV lacks a detectable RNA-RNA interaction that links sequences proximal to the 
5′ and 3′ ends to circularize the genome (55), a key question is whether and how 60S 
subunits bound to the 3′ TSS are recruited to the 5′ end. The discovery of a 40S-binding site 
in the 5′ UTR of TCV led to the hypothesis that circularization of the template may result 
from the 40S bound to the 5′ end combining with 60S bound to the 3′ proximal TSS to form 
80S ribosomes (55). In support of this hypothesis, structural probing of the TCV 5′ UTR in 
the presence of 80S ribosomes revealed substantive differences in nucleotide flexibility 
when the 3′ UTR of TCV was included in the reaction. These differences were interpreted to 
result from 80S ribosomes binding simultaneously to both 5′ and 3′ TCV sequences, which 
altered ribosome interaction with the 5′ end (55). While it is currently unknown whether 
additional translation factors interact with the TSS or the TSS-ribosome complex, translation 
of TCV constructs containing the genomic or subgenomic RNA 5′ UTR and 3′ UTR is 
reduced in Arabidopsis cells deficient in eIF4G (68, 69).
A second TSS with 3′ CITE activity was recently discovered in the central region of the 3′ 
UTR of PEMV2, 9 nucleotides upstream of the PTE 3′ CITE (Figure 5b,c). The kissing-loop 
TSS (kl-TSS) comprises a three-way branched structure with a 5′ side hairpin (3H1) that 
engages in a long-distance kissing-loop interaction with a coding sequence hairpin (Figure 
3a) that uses the conserved carmovirus interacting motif (10) (Table 1). The kl-TSS differs 
from the TCV TSS in that it binds to 40S and 60S ribosomal subunits and to 80S ribosomes 
(10). The kl-TSS does not compete with the TCV TSS for 80S binding, suggesting a binding 
site outside the P-site (F. Gao & A.E. Simon, unpublished data). Ribosome binding is 
compatible with the long-distance interaction (F. Gao & A.E. Simon, unpublished data), 
suggesting that the binding site within the ribosome must allow for the presence of upstream 
and downstream viral sequences as well the interacting 5′ region hairpin. The orientation of 
the kl-TSS with respect to a tRNA is currently unknown, and two possible orientations are 
shown in Figure 5b,c. The downstream proximity of the PTE 3′ CITE suggests that the kl-
TSS provides the missing bridge to the 5′ end in this unusual PTE. Alternatively, interaction 
of the nearby PTE bound to eIF4E may enhance ribosome binding to the kl-TSS. It is 
currently unknown why 3′ CITEs capable of sequestering ribosomes or ribosomal subunits 
exist in the 3′ UTR, but the most likely explanation is that TSS-type 3′ CITEs enhance the 
recycling of posttermination ribosomes, thereby increasing the rate of ribosome reinitiation 
at the 5′ end. The three-way branched organization of the kl-TSS is a common RNA 
structure, which could suggest that ribosome recognition of elements other than a 5′ cap (via 
initiation factors) or IRESs in coding RNAs may be more widespread than currently 
thought.
3′ CITEs IN OTHER VIRUSES
A 3′ CITE was discovered in viruses in the genus Nepovirus, which are unrelated to the 
other viruses discussed in this article. Nepoviruses belong to the order Picornavirales and 
contain a VPg at the 5′ end and a poly(A) tail. Karetnikov et al. (20, 22) identified sequences 
in the 3′ UTRs of RNAs 1 and 2 of Blackcurrant reversion virus that confer efficient cap-
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independent translation. As with CITEs discussed above, the nepovirus 3′ CITE must base-
pair with 5′ proximal sequences, which are located in the 5′ UTR in nepoviruses. Unlike 
other CITEs, placement of the 5′ UTR sequence between two ORFs in artificial constructs 
confers efficient translation of the second ORF if the 3′ CITE is present in the 3′ UTR (21, 
22). Thus, the 3′ CITE together with its partner sequence upstream of the ORF serves as a 
split IRES. Pyrimidine-rich tracts in the 5′ UTR, which are predicted to base-pair to 18S 
rRNA, stimulate translation but are not essential (22). The secondary structure of the 3′ 
CITE has not been determined but is predicted to contain a pseudoknot (22).
While BYDV and other viruses of the genus Luteovirus contain a BTE, viruses of the 
Polerovirus and Enamovirus genera of the family Luteoviridae appear to lack a 3′ CITE 
(W.A. Miller, unpublished data). Instead, the VPg at the 5′ end of these viral genomes may 
facilitate translation via its interaction with translation initiation factors (45). The same may 
be true for the sobemoviruses, which are closely related to the poleroviruses. The VPg of the 
sobemovirus, Rice yellow mottle virus, interacts directly with eIFiso4G, and mutations in 
eIFiso4G that disrupt the interaction confer resistance, whereas compensating mutations in 
the VPg that restore the interaction also restore virus virulence (15). To our knowledge, no 
CITE has been reported for a sobemovirus.
MODULAR EVOLUTION OF 3′ CITEs
The 3′ UTRs of viruses in the Tombusviridae and their cousins have likely evolved different 
CITEs to provide alternative ways of binding tightly to the surface of eIF4F or its eIF4E and 
eIF4G subunits, akin to a SELEX reaction in which RNAs can be evolved in vitro to bind 
ligands with high affinity (12). Evolution of a 3′ CITE would have allowed these compact 
viral RNAs to compete with host mRNAs without the need for a 5′ cap (a genetic burden 
requiring an additional viral gene) and perhaps would have allowed them to bypass host 
translational control mechanisms that regulate cap binding by eIF4F. A remarkable feature 
of the distribution of 3′ CITEs among the Tombusviridae and Tombusviridae-like viruses is 
that it often does not correlate with taxonomy (Figure 6). Carmoviruses have at least four 
types of CITEs (TED-like, PTE, ISS, TSS), with additional classes remaining to be 
discovered (note the uncolored viruses in Figure 6). Some umbraviruses have BTEs or 
weakened versions of BTEs that may be nonfunctional relics, one umbravirus has a PTE and 
kl-TSS, and others have no recognizable CITE. Viruses in two different families 
(Luteoviridae and Tombusviridae) can harbor a BTE, whereas other viruses in those families 
have no BTEs. Thus, either CITEs are sufficiently simple that they have evolved 
independently many times and are the products of convergent evolution, or—more likely—
these viruses regularly recombine and are able to function with different types of CITE.
In support of modular evolution of 3′ CITEs, some CITEs can be exchanged between 
viruses artificially with little or no deleterious effects on virus accumulation. Replacement of 
the YSS of tombusvirus CIRV with an ISS (34) or PTE (35) that is modified to contain the 
compatible, long-distance interacting sequence yields viral RNAs that translate more 
efficiently than in the absence of a 3′ CITE and that replicate efficiently in protoplasts. In 
contrast, replacing the same CIRV YSS with the Tobacco necrosis virus-D (TNV-D) BTE 
does not facilitate efficient translation and does not yield infectious virus (35). Remarkably, 
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the CIRV-ISS and CIRV-PTE chimeras replicate and spread in whole plants, with the latter 
producing a more aggressive infection in Nicotiana benthamiana compared with wild-type 
CIRV. In addition, progenies of the CIRV-ISS chimera become more virulent with multiple 
passages (35), and sequencing revealed base changes in the core of the ISS (35).
One advantage to the natural exchange of 3′ CITEs is their contribution to overcoming 
genetic resistance. In addition to chemical and physical barriers to the virus vector, plants 
restrict most viral infections by using multiple layers of active resistance that can lead to 
degradation of the virus by RNA silencing (61), restriction of virus replication (17), or 
limitation of movement by destroying cells surrounding the infection site (39). In contrast, 
passive (recessive) resistance (lack of factors required for virus infection) frequently 
involves incompatibility between viral translation elements and their cognate translation 
initiation factors (47, 60). Recessive resistance to potyviruses, which have a 5′ VPg, an 
IRES in the 5′ UTR, and 3′ poly(A) tails, has long been known to map to specific, 
incompatible eIF4E isoforms (48). These isoforms retain 5′ cap–binding activity but cannot 
engage in a required, but functionally undefined, direct interaction with the potyviral 5′ VPg 
(32, 42). Of the 14 known recessive resistance genes, 12 map to eIF4E or its functionally 
redundant isoform, eIFiso4E, with the remainder mapping to eIF4G or its isoform, eIFiso4G 
(60). As described above, resistance to MNSV maps to a particular eIF4E isoform that 
engages in a required interaction with its ISS 3′ CITE (58). N. benthamiana, which does not 
contain a compatible version of eIF4E, can be infected only by MNSV-264, the resistance-
breaking strain (5). MNSV-264 is a natural recombinant, containing a segment from the 3′ 
CITE to the 3′ end that originated from a different, unknown carmovirus (38). This suggests 
that RNA recombination, which is prevalent among members of the Tombusviridae (2, 19), 
can lead to the acquisition of 3′ CITEs from heterologous viruses that do not require 
interaction with a particular host factor but that do maintain the critical RNA-RNA 
interaction through the natural conservation of interacting sequences. These viruses would 
be at a selective advantage not only by breaking recessive resistance by hosts but also by 
extending host range to nonhosts.
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The studies described here have led to a number of intriguing questions that require further 
investigation before 3′ CITEs can be fully understood. For instance, many Tombusviridae 
viruses have no sequences or structures that resemble a known CITE. These viruses may 
contain CITEs that deviate so far from current definitions of consensus as to be 
unrecognizable, whereas others likely harbor still more classes of CITEs yet to be 
discovered. A second question is whether a subset of animal viruses and host mRNAs also 
harbor 3′ elements that through binding to eIF4F/eIF4E/eIF4G or ribosomes can effectively 
enhance translation. Ribosome binding to the 3′ UTRs of TCV and PEMV2 was investigated 
only after molecular modeling predicted the presence of internal tRNA-like structures (28). 
Thus, it remains unknown whether other coding RNAs harbor a combination of secondary 
structure elements that might likewise assume a three-dimensional T-shaped form that binds 
ribosomes or ribosomal subunits. Because the structure of 3′ CITEs can provide clues to 
mechanisms of action, high-resolution structures of CITE(s) interacting with their cognate 
initiation factor are needed to identify new ways in which eIF4F can be recruited. Finally, 
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important mechanistic questions remain concerning how known 3′ CITEs deliver ribosomes 
to the 5′ end of the viral genome. For example, do ribosomes bind to a non-TSS 3′ CITE 
before or after the CITE base-pairs with its 5′ interacting sequence, and how does the 
ribosome access the very 5′ end of the RNA? Because it seems unlikely that only plant 
viruses have evolved such useful 3′ translational enhancers, these future studies will likely 
reveal additional ways in which mRNAs recruit the translational machinery in the absence 
of a functional 5 ′ cap or, possibly, enhance cap-dependent translation.
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required for efficient translation of plant viruses lacking 3′ 
caps and usually 3′ poly(A) tails
Internal ribosome 
entry site (IRES)
an RNA element located at or near the initiation codon in 
cellular or viral mRNAs that recruits the ribosome either with 
or without a requirement for initiation factors allowing 
translation in a cap-independent fashion
TED translation enhancer domain
Kissing-loop 
interaction
base-pairing between two nucleic acid hairpin loops that 
contain partially or fully complementary bases, thereby 
forming a composite coaxially stacked helix
BTE Barley yellow dwarf virus-like translation element
Non-Watson-Crick 
interaction
any base-pairing between nucleotides with a geometry 
different from that described by Watson and Crick
PTE Panicum mosaic virus-like translation enhancer
RNA pseudoknot a tertiary structure found in a wide variety of RNA and 
produced when a single-stranded segment pairs with a single-
stranded hairpin loop, leading to a structure with at least two 
helical stems and two loops crossing the grooves of the helices
SHAPE (selective 2′-
hydroxyl acylation 
analyzed by primer 
extension)
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RdRp RNA-dependent RNA polymerase
kl-TSS kissing-loop T-shaped structure
RNA recombination a process mediated by the viral RdRp or host RNases that 
results in the addition or replacement of segments of viral 
RNA
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1. Most (if not all) plant RNA viruses without 5′ caps and 3′ poly(A) tails contain 
at least one CITE in their 3′ UTR that enhances translation through binding to 
either translation initiation factors (eIF4E, eIF4G, eIF4F) or ribosomes and 
ribosomal subunits.
2. 3′ CITEs have secondary structures that are I-shaped, Y-shaped, and T-shaped, 
or that have helical spokes radiating from a central hub. For the BTE, which 
contains the helical spokes, interaction with eIF4G involves sequences in a 
highly conserved BTE helix and sequences in the hub near the proximal ends of 
one or more additional helices.
3. Nearly all 3′ CITEs are associated with a known or predicted long-distance 
kissing-loop interaction with a 5′ hairpin that is located either in the 5′ UTR or 
in the nearby coding region. The interacting sequences for 3′ CITEs of 
carmoviruses as well as other viruses are conserved (YGCCA/UGGCR), with 
either sequence appearing at either end of the virus.
4. The TCV and PEMV2 TSS differ in their ribosomal subunit binding properties 
and their binding location within the ribosome. 3′ bound ribosomes and 
ribosomal subunits bound to the kl-TSS may be transferred to the 5′ end via a 
compatible long-distance RNA-RNA interaction involving a kl-TSS hairpin 
loop in a reaction that may mimic a codon-anticodon interaction. 60S subunits 
bound to the TCV TSS may join 40S subunits interacting at the 5′ end to 
circularize the viral genome.
5. Some 3′ CITEs are interchangeable, as long as the long-distance RNA-RNA 
interaction is maintained. In infectious genomic clones, one type of CITE can be 
replaced with another type to yield infectious virus. Evidence exists for natural 
exchange of CITEs, as the distribution of 3′ CITEs among viruses does not 
correlate with taxonomic relationships. Moreover, natural recombination in 
MNSV replaced one 3′ CITE with a different CITE from an unidentified virus, 
allowing the virus to break host resistance. These observations reveal the 
modular evolution of these elements.
6. Nearly all natural recessive genetic resistance involves changes in host 
translation initiation factors. In some cases this change prevents interaction with 
a particular virus CITE, making acquisition of a new functional CITE an 
effective way of bypassing host resistance and extending host range.
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Predicted structure of the STNV TED. Sequences involved in putative long-distance RNA-
RNA interaction with 5′ sequences (boxed) are in green. Yellow boxes denote the conserved 
interacting sequences found in carmovirus TED-like, ISS, and PTE class CITEs. Sequences 
in blue are conserved between the STNV TED and the PLPV and PCRPV TED-like 
structures. Numbering is from the 5′ end of the viral genome. Abbreviations: CITE, cap-
independent translational enhancer; CbMV, Calibrachoa mottle virus; ISS, I-shaped 
structure; PLPV, Pelargonium line pattern virus; PCRPV, Pelargonium chlorotic ring 
pattern virus; PTE, Panicum mosaic virus-like translational enhancer; STNV, Satellite 
tobacco necrosis virus; TED, translation enhancer domain.
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Secondary structures of representative BTEs from the Luteovirus (BYDV), Necrovirus 
(TNV-D), and Dianthovirus (RCNMV1) genera. Stem (S) or stem loop (SL) numbers are 
indicated. The 17-nucleotide conserved sequence is in italics. Regions shaded in blue are 
protected from chemical modification by a functional truncation of eIF4G, indicating the 
likely eIF4G-binding site (24). Note that this includes most of the 17-nucleotide conserved 
sequence and other bases around the central hub. Green bases pair with the 5′ UTR for 
efficient translation. Loops in RCNMV1 BTE complement bases in the 5′ UTR, but this 
complementarity is not necessary for efficient translation (49). This figure is modified and 
reprinted with permission from Reference 24. Abbreviations: BTE, Barley yellow dwarf 
virus-like element; BYDV, Barley yellow dwarf virus; RCNMV1, Red clover necrotic 
mosaic virus RNA1; TNV-D, Tobacco necrosis virus-D; UTR, untranslated region.
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Structures of three PTEs. (a) Representative PTE structures found in viruses in different 
genera (Umbravirus, PEMV2; Panicovirus, PMV; Carmovirus, SCV). Sequences involved 
in putative long-distance RNA-RNA interaction with 5′ sequences (boxed) are in green 
typeface. Yellow boxes denote the conserved interacting sequences found in carmovirus 
TED-like, ISS, and PTE class CITEs. The PEMV2 PTE has no interacting sequence but 
instead uses the interacting sequence of the adjacent kl-TSS 3′ CITE (see Figure 5b,c for the 
structure of this CITE). Potential pseudoknots are indicated by the double-headed arrow. 
Numbering is from the 5′ end of the viral genome. (b) Model of eIF4E docked to the PEMV 
PTE. This model is consistent with structure-probing and footprinting data. Reprinted from 
Reference 65 with permission. Abbreviations: kl-TSS, kissing-loop T-shaped structure; 
PEMV2, Pea enation mosaic virus RNA 2; PMV, Panicum mosaic virus; PTE, Panicum 
mosaic virus-like translational enhancer; SCV, Saguaro cactus virus; TED, translation 
enhancer domain; ISS, I-shaped structure; CITE, cap-independent translational enhancer.
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ISS and YSS secondary structures. Bases in green typeface pair with sequences in the 5′ 
UTR. (a) Alternative secondary structures of the MNeSV ISS. Structure i was predicted by 
Mfold and was supported, in part, by chemical probing and mutagenesis (34). Structure ii is 
the predicted structure of the MNeSV ISS selected in a chimeric replicating virus consisting 
of Carnation Italian ringspot virus containing an ISS in place of a YSS translational 
enhancer (35). All five known ISS, except for the MNSV-Mα5 ISS, can form both 
structures. MNSV-Mα5 can form a similar structure in an inverted orientation (right). Bases 
in blue typeface are conserved in all but the MNSV-Mα5 ISS, and mutation of these bases in 
the MNeSV ISS reduces its function (36, 37). Bases in gray typeface are those in the 
inverted MNSV-Mα5 ISS that defy the consensus. Bases in yellow boxes contain the 
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conserved carmovirus interaction sequence. (b) Secondary structure of the TBSV YSS, 
supported by chemical probing and mutagenesis (8). Abbreviations: ISS, I-shaped structure; 
MNeSV, Maize necrotic streak virus; MNSV, Melon necrotic spot virus; TBSV, Tomato 
bushy stunt virus; UTR, untranslated region; YSS, Y-shaped structure.
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Two-dimensional and three-dimensional structures of the TCV TSS and PEMV kl-TSS. (a) 
The TCV TSS, composed of three hairpins and two pseudoknots. No long-distance 
interaction is discernible for the TCV TSS or nearby sequences (55). (b, c) Two possible 
configurations of the PEMV kl-TSS. The loop of kl-TSS hairpin 3H1 engages in an RNA-
RNA interaction with a 5′ coding sequence hairpin (see Figure 3a), which is compatible with 
simultaneous ribosome binding (F. Gao & A.E. Simon, unpublished data). (b) Hairpin 3H1 
mimics a short anticodon stem. (c) Hairpin 3H2 occupies the anticodon stem position. The 
TCV TSS binds to 60S and 80S ribosomes (54), whereas the PEMV kl-TSS binds to 40S, 
60S, and 80S ribosomes (10). The TCV TSS and PEMV kl-TSS do not compete with each 
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other for binding to plant 80S ribosomes (F. Gao & A.E. Simon, unpublished data). Three-
dimensional structures courtesy of B. Shapiro & W. Kasprzak (National Cancer Institute). 
Abbreviations: kl, kissing loop; PEMV, Pea enation mosaic virus; TCV, Turnip crinkle 
virus; TSS, T-shaped structure.
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Phylogenetic tree of selected Tombusviridae and Tombusviridae-related viruses based on 
RdRp sequences. Virus acronyms are color-coded to match the type of 3′ CITE (two-
dimensional structure at left) they contain. Lighter-shaded loops in the secondary structure 
diagrams indicate sequences known or predicted to base-pair to the 5′ end of the viral RNA. 
CITEs have not been identified for viruses in black typeface. RdRp sequences were aligned 
using the Muscle multiple sequence alignment algorithm and optimized using JalView 
version 2.6.1. Trees were generated from the alignment using MEGA5 via the neighbor-
joining method and 1,000 replicates for the bootstrap. The authors thank Nikki Krueger for 
constructing the tree. Abbreviations: RdRp, RNA-dependent RNA polymerase; CITE, cap-
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independent translational enhancer; TED, translation enhancer domain; PTE, Panicum 
mosaic virus-like translational enhancer; BTE, Barley yellow dwarf virus-like element; S, 
stem; SL, stem loop.
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Table 1
Virus CITE Type 3′ CITE sequencea 5′ hairpin sequencea 5′ hairpin location
Carmovirus
SCV PTE 5′ ORF
PFBV PTE 5′ ORF
CarMV PTE 5′ terminus
HnRSV PTE 5′ ORF
HCRSV PTE GCCA UGGC 5′ terminus
GaMV PTE CGCCAA 5′ terminus
PSNV PTE GCCA 5′ UTR
MNSV ISS 5′ ORF
TGP-carmo ISS 5′ terminus
CbMV TED-like 5′ ORF
PLPV TED-like 5′ ORF
PCRPV TED-like 5′ ORF
Umbravirus
PEMV kl-TSS 5′ ORF
Panicovirus
PMV PTE 5′ terminus
CMMV PTE 5′ terminus
Necrovirus
STNV TED UUCCUG CAGGAA 5′ terminus
TNV-D BTE 5′ terminus
OLV-1 BTE 5′ terminus
LWSV BTE 5′ terminus
Tombusvirus
TBSV YSS GGUCG CGACC 5′ UTR
MNeSV ISS UGGUCA UGACCG 5′ UTR
Luteovirus
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Virus CITE Type 3′ CITE sequencea 5′ hairpin sequencea 5′ hairpin location
BYDV genome BTE UGUCA UGACA 4th SL of 5′ UTR
BYDV sgRNA1 BTE UGUCA UGACA 5′ terminus
SbDV BTE UGUCA UGACA 5′ terminus
RSDaV BTE UGUCA UGACA 5′ terminus
a
Conserved interacting sequences (YGCCA/UGGCR) are in red and orange.
Note that either sequence can be in the 5′ or 3′ elements.
Abbreviations: SCV, Saguaro cactus virus; PFBV, Pelargonium 3ower break virus; CarMV, Carnation mottle virus; HnRSV, Honeysuckle 
ringspot virus; HCRSV, Hibiscus chlorotic ringspot virus; GaMV, Galinsoga mosaic virus; PSNV, Pea stem necrosis virus; MNSV, Melon 
necrotic spot virus; CbMV, Calibrachoa mottle virus; PLPV, Pelargonium line pattern virus; PCRPV, Pelargonium chlorotic ring pattern virus; 
PEMV, Pea enation mosaic virus; PMV, Panicum mosaic virus; CMMV, Cocksfoot mild mosaic virus; STNV, Satellite tobacco necrosis virus; 
TNV-D, Tobacco necrosis virus-D; OLV-1, Olive latent virus-1; LWSV, Leek white stripe virus; TBSV, Tomato bushy stunt virus.
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